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LESSONS LEARNED
IN THE DEVELOPMENT AND INTEGRATION
OF A COTS-BASED SATELLITE TT&C SYSTEM
LT. COL. RALPH D. MONFORT., USAF
1. The Space Test& Evaluation Division (TEO) of the Space and Missile System Center
has managed the development of a client-server, open architecture, distributed
processing, commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) based telemetry, tracking and control
(TT&C) system called the Center for Research Support (CERES) for the Ballistic Missile
Defense Organization (BMDO) for the past three years at the National Test Facility at
Falcon AFB, CO. Partially because we have been severely budget constrained for this
effort, but as much or more because of TEO’s extensive total quality focus over the past
several years, TEO has taken a very different management approach to the acquisition
and development of CERES. Happily, the new technology lends itself nicely to this
approach, particularly since the industry is still rapidly evolving, giving the government
(us) a chance to help steer its path. This paper describes our management approach and
draws comparisons between it and the more familiar acquisition/development approach
to which we in the government have been accustomed.
2. I will start by defining some of the terms I purposely stacked into my first sentence
because they are increasingly misused and are often abused by folks out to sell their
systems. My explanations are very pedestrian with heavy emphasis on the example
because it’s important to the usefulness of this paper to understand what I’m talking
about.
a. OPEN ARCHITECTURE means that you can easily add (or replace as needed)
different COTS or other products to your existing system. There are different degrees of
“openness” which are driven by 1) the selection of the actual product mix on your
system, 2) how you integrate your system, and 3) how you manage your system.
1) An example of the first point above, selection of product mix, is that,
currently, the commercial industry has not standardized interfaces for the front end
processors (FEPs). This means that you cannot easily port an application database (e.g.,
the database required to fly a particular satellite) from one FEP to another without a
potentially significant rewrite of the database or the development of a translation tool.
Additionally a specific FEP might support some COTS software products, but not others
and so might limit your selection of COTS products, and therefore the openness of your
system.
2) An example of the second point above, how you integrate your system, is the
selection of a middleware product as part of your integration plan. When you buy
several COTS products and integrate them into a system, you must provide the
application interface code among all the products that you want to be interactive with
each other. This means that you must write interface code between COTS product #1
and product #2, 1 and 3, 1 and 4, 2 and 3, etc.. Although this code is usually minimal
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still adds up and, when you add a new product, you must write interface code between it
and every other product with which it will interface. A middleware product serves as the
central interface hub. All you must write is the interface code between each COTS
product and the middleware, and it does the rest. As the middleware products become
more mature, even this small amount of application interface code is reduced until we
end up with almost a “plug and play” system.
3) Possibly the most significant (and most controllable) aspect of openness is in
the management of your system development (the third point above). This is where
many of our lessons learned apply, and it’s also where many systems lose much of their
openness. Through DoD’s standard acquisition and development process, we (the
government) write a specification of requirements and bid the project to a prime
contractor who then manages all aspects of the system development. When using the
standard acquisition process in this new technology environment, it is very tempting for a
prime contractor to select its company’s own COTS products, previously developed
proprietary products, or (worse still) decide to develop new code rather than canvass the
commercial market for the best COTS product to meet the application. The prime
contractor’s bottom line is most likely “The Bottom Line” and this approach potentially
provides the most lucrative development and sustainment solution for the contractor.
Since the government has little insight into the contractor’s solution, it is satisfied as long
as requirements are met regardless of whether or not 1) the best solution is found, 2) the
development cost is high because we are paying the contractor’s R&D costs if new code
is written, 3) maintenance costs are high because mature products are not selected, or 4)
changes are controlled by the prime driving a “pay per change” scenario. I'll give our
approach to avoid this problem below.
b. DISTRIBUTED PROCESSING means that you have a choice about where
different software functions are performed within your architecture. For instance in
CERES, we do our core telemetry processing functions (those whose application affects a
large number of the operators on the system) at our FEP while operator position specific
functions are performed at that operator’s workstation. NASA’s new mission control
system at the Johnson Space Center uses its FEP to frame sync the telemetry stream and
shunts all application processing to other processors. Distributed processing allows users
to more effectively manage both the performance and the data access aspects of their
systems to best meet their specific application.
c. CLIENT-SERVER is a type of distributed processing where each “client”
workstation requests data/services from the “server” on an “as needed” basis. When
CERES receives its middleware product it will be implemented as a “publish-subscribe”
type of distributed processing which means a database is setup that allows the
“publisher” to automatically apportion pre-arranged data to each “subscriber” on a
regular basis. Note that this “publisher” does necessarily have to be a “server”
workstation, but can be any workstation within your network. At this point CERES will
run both types of distributed processing as best fits the particular application.
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d. COTS BASED means that most functions within the system are performed by
commercial off-the-shelf hardware and software products available to any customer on
the open market. Generally this means that the products have gotten much wider use
and so should have fewer problems than similar proprietary products. It also allows the
users to handle their requirements in a modular fashion, choosing the best product for
each specific function within their system.
3. As mentioned above, TEO has actively worked to institute total quality management
(TQM) philosophy and techniques into our organization. This philosophy heavily
emphasizes customer focus, teamwork, and early process insight versus final product
assessment. Although not consciously TQM designed, our CERES management
approach has evolved in such away as to embrace these three tenants and make them
work to our benefit. It is important to note at this point that the beauty of the new
technology is its flexibility. Our CERES system and our management approach have
been tailored to meet our specific application which is flying a variety of research and
development satellites. Further, CERES is a prototype system for us to get smarter on
the new technology before we build our new command and control system at Kirtland
AFB. My goal with this paper is to present our approach so that others might get ideas
on how they can develop and manage their new systems better.
4. In 1992, BMDO asked TEO to activate the CERES system within the National Test
Facility. We saw this as an opportunity to obtain lessons learned on this new technology
which could be applied to the activation of our RDT&E Support Complex (RSC) that we
would be acquiring in the next several years. We contracted with a prime to acquire the
system, integrate it at a functional level, and demonstrate that functionality (i.e.,
demonstrate that the products perform as advertised and that they work together). Rather
than use an “A’ specification, our requirements were derived from a Functional
Requirements Document (FRD) (later we split the FRD into basic requirements and
enhancements--i. e., the preplanned product improvement, or PPPI, approach). Both
because of budget constraints and the current evolutionary state of the commercial
products (i.e., some requirements had no solution within the COTS community), our
acquisition was split into two phases: phase one gave us telemetry and command
processing and phase two provided orbit determination, mission planning, and remote
ground facility (RGF) antenna control. While our prime contractor proposed a COTS
solution to meet the FRD, we (the government) had final say in their ultimate selection.
5. We did not choose to have our prime contractor deliver us a “turn key” system ready
to perform our primary R&D mission because we were unsure how best to utilize this
new technology to fly our satellites. Instead we had them deliver a system that is
essentially a set of software and hardware “tools”. This “tool kit” approach provides the
operations staff the ability to tailor the system in-house, an important flexibility in the
R&D world where mission requirements change frequently. Our methodology is to
select expert operator-engineer personnel from our operations staff who then rigorously
test the system from an operational viewpoint while developing/adapting operations
concepts for our specific application. In this way we focus our prime contractor and
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vendors on the functionality of their products as well as the interfaces among products,
and we focus our operator-engineers on how to apply the technology to meet mission
requirements. This “system evolution” is managed through a government chaired
integrated product team (IPT) consisting of the prime contractor, vendors, and our
operator-engineers. One of our most important lessons is that the iterative development
of your operational concepts while in development and test of the system, optimizes the
overall utility of the system for your application while keeping costs low.
6. Our change management process which we implemented while still in the
development phase (before system turnover to the government) is straightforward.
Changes are identified through our testing of the system and are documented as change
requests (CRS). These are consolidated into an interim status report (ISR) which gets
distributed to the prime contractor and vendors. Periodically, we hold IPT meetings
where each CR is discussed along with the best fix implementation schemes. This
process, which we term “managed beneficial conflict”, allows us (the government) to
hear both the developer and operator arguments concerning each change. The developers
(prime contractor and vendors) are interested in providing a quality product to a broad
base of customers at the lowest possible cost; the operators are interested in a product
that meets their specific requirements. Given this forum, the government has a variety of
choices: we can 1) request the vendor to make the required change, 2) investigate a
different COTS product that does meet the requirement, 3) alter our operations concept
to satisfy the requirement in a different way, or 4) as a last resort, contract the
development of mission specific code that satisfies the requirement. Because we are all
working as one team, the standard conflict between the developer and user becomes a
“beneficial conflict” managed by the government to produce the optimal solution to each
system deficiency by dealing with budget, schedule, and mission risk aspects
simultaneously.
7. A key phrase in the description of the government choices above is that we “request
the vendor to make the required change”. TEO is striving to maximize openness since
flexibility is key to accommodating new R&D satellite requirements that continuously
“push the envelope.” In addition, we do not have the budget to fund extensive
proprietary code. Therefore we work with the COTS vendors to convince them that
proposed changes to their products uncovered by our testing are in their best interest in
the increasingly competitive COTS market. We have discovered that the vendors are
delighted to work in this environment since 1) we are providing them a real-life testbed
to shake down their products with real operators, and 2) our system is about the best
advertisement for their products around.
8. In the last step of the CR cycle, changes that the vendors incorporate into their
products get delivered to CERES as part of upgrades on our standard maintenance
agreements at no additional cost (similar to the agreements we all have on our office
computers). Our changes are often prioritized very high with the vendors for the reasons
mentioned above plus the fact that we seem to be the only customers who take the time
to sit down with the vendors and cross-educate each other in a spirit of mutual benefit.
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So far, this has proven to be a “win-win” situation. The last page of this paper is a
summary comparison of the standard government acquisition approach and our
government managed IPT approach.
9. I am going to shift gears from the management approach to concentrate on one of the
important design decisions that must be made before integrating your system. It is often
couched as “standardization”, “user friendliness”, or “operator flexibility” and it must be
dealt with before building a COTS based system. But before I tackle it, I must give you
one more definition; I will define the “graphical user interface” or GUI as that part of
each COTS software package that allows the user to access the actual functionality
within a COTS product -- it’s the part the user actually sees and works with on the
computer screen. This is a significant part of the COTS product and the part that will
often sell the product (witness the faithfulness of Macintosh users). One rule of thumb
we use is that, as an industry average, 50% of the code written is devoted to the user
interface with the remaining 50% written to perform the application functions. Each
COTS software package has its own GUI, but because there are no overarching user
interface standards that the vendors have all agreed upon, there are different solutions
among the various COTS products. There is much competition within the marketplace to
provide the most “user friendly” products since this aspect of a COTS product is a
customer “hot button.”. When several of these COTS products are incorporated into one
system, you are faced with a new problem: the operator now has multiple GUIS to
contend with that may or may not be similar.
10. I will discuss two approaches to this problem: 1) design the system using the
existing COTS GUIS as much as possible, and 2) create a system-wide GUI to user
specifications that accesses all COTS products on the system instead of using the existing
COTS GUI. With the first design each user of the system must learn to use GUIS for
each COTS product on the system. With the second design the system integrator can
code a system level GUI that standardizes the interface with all COTS products within
the system. My contention is that while the second approach provides for a more “user
friendly” system, the first approach has distinct advantages in terms of development/
sustainment cost and schedule. My recommendation is that the advantages of the two
approaches be carefully weighed before determination is given to one or the other.
a. The first approach above leaves each COTS product intact and integrates it “as
is” into the system. The following points should be considered with this approach:
1) Because of the intense competition among products, the vendors are
striving for “easy to use” products, therefore each COTS GUI is well honed through the
commercial marketplace making the benefits of a standardized system-wide GUI
questionable.
2) Because of the wide application in the commercial market, the GUI is
already developed and has been extensively “debugged”. The less code you have to
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write, the less time to debug. (See” Software’s Chronic Crisis” in Scientific American,
Sep 94) Also, the less code you write, the less you have to maintain.
3) Because you have not altered the COTS products, the replacement of a
product with its next version or a substitute product is quicker, easier, and cheaper than if
you have written and are maintaining a system-wide GUI. Additionally, the chances of a
COTS product upgrade having effects on the interfaces in other parts of your system are
significantly reduced. However, depending on the changes to the user interface within a
version upgrade or for a new product, changes in operational procedures or additional
training might be required (a good middleware product reduces the amount of training
required since the number of interfaces among the products is reduced).
4) Although there is not absolute standardization throughout the COTS
community yet, “best practices” are readily adopted due to the intense competition.
(Note: The CERES staff has capitalized on this by “suggesting” changes to the COTS
vendors who have been very receptive to our inputs; we have gotten improvements to our
products at no charge in this manner. We are also requesting our current COTS vendors
to increase conformance of their respective products to the open Software Foundation’s
Style Guide.)
The bottom line with this approach is that because it requires less system specific
development and integration, overall development and sustainment costs and schedules
will be reduced. The trade-off is usability and operator training.
b. The second approach above requires development of unique system-wide GUI
code usually to meet customer standardization requirements. The following points
should be considered with this approach.
1) This approach requires more initial development to strip the existing
user interface code from each COTS product (it might be possible to leave it in place and
just disconnect it) and then to write the new user interface code and integrate it into the
system.
2) Anytime one of the vendors supplies an upgrade or the system
administrator decides to add a new package, this same process must be followed.
However, if the only changes are in the GUI, the system administrator could decide not
to load it onto the system at all. If the upgrade changed the interface into the application
code, then new integration code might be needed. Depending on how all the COTS
products were integrated together this might or might not impact the other products’
interfaces. The system administrator would need to have a better understanding of how
each COTS product is designed than under the first approach.
3) Regardless of the new product or upgrade added to the system, the
system integrator controls the user interface so the operator can be shielded from the
change (as far as the GUI is concerned). This could require additional work to tailor the
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system GUI to accommodate any new COTS functionality delivered in upgrades, but
should reduce any retraining for operators compared to the first approach.
4) Because there is more unique code with this approach, the
configuration management and control processes will be much busier.
5) Because the system administrator controls the system-wide GUI, he/she
can “fix” most change requests coming from the operators directly without going through
the commercial vendors if the changes are only with the user interface.
11. Finally, because of the fierce competition in the COTS computer industry, you are
more susceptible to “spiral evolution” where software and hardware product upgrades
drive you to continuously update your system. We have found the cycle to be about 18
months although other estimates put the range from six months to two years. We have
learned the following about spiral evolution during our system development:
a. The user’s demand for increased amounts of satellite data does not appear to
be slowing down. This is driving data storage, through-put, and processing
requirements, and can eventually affect system architecture and your distributed
processing design.
b. In order to stay current, system integration and design will remain a significant
portion of your overall life-cycle cost and need to be in your budget.
c. The time required to integrate and test the normal baseline upgrades received
from vendors is, for the most part, constant -- the technology is changing too fast right
now to expect products to remain static for any length of time. Team expertise leads to
better engineering solutions, but does little to affect the overall upgrade schedule. The
prime factors that force this schedule constancy are the evolving requirements
themselves, the configuration management and documentation of the upgrades, and team
(operator, vendor, and prime contractor) coordination.
12. In summary, the new technology TT&C systems provide us flexibility at many
levels, from acquisition management strategy through product selection, development,
and integration to actual operations. There are benefits and drawbacks at each level to be
considered. Each user must decide for themselves based on their particular application
recognizing that trade-offs in one area will inevitably show up in others. This paper
proposes that users challenge old management and main frame paradigms in the wake of
this new technology so that we make intelligent choices at each level.
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COMPARISON OF MANAGEMENT OPTIONS WITH COTS TECHNOLOGY
STANDARD ACQUISITION GOVERNMENT IPT
- gov pays prime to acquire/develop system - gov is partner in design/development of system
- gets system according to rqts and schedule . - gov able to make trade-off decisions at all phases
- gov gives rqts to prime; prime delivers solution; (budget vs schedule vs conops vs openness)
gov assesses based on ability to meet rqts - gov evolution of conops directly influences and
- prime is working to specification any change influenced by system capabilities
to rqt costs gov money - “managed beneficial conflict” allows gov to
- less TQ focused choose best solution (i.e., vendor and operator
dialogue fosters open discussion & multiple
design solutions)
- focuses vendors on product functionality&
operators on conops solutions
- more TQ focused
- less flexibility - more flexibility
- more susceptible to cost& schedule impacts due - less susceptible to “rqts creep” impacts
to “rqts creep” (standard acquisition dilemma) - rqts “evolve” as design/development progresses
- new rqt could cause prime to 1) write new code
if prime product not available, or 2) integrate
another COTS product into primarily prime design
- integration is (possibly) less complex - integration is more complex
- if prime uses mostly own products then internal - different vendors use different design solutions
design solutions are more compatible among causing integration problems
software packages - middleware product helps reduce complexity
- continuing evolution of COTS interface
standards helps reduce complexity
- requires less government expertise - requires more government expertise
- prime makes all design/development decisions - gov involved in design/development decisions
based on a set of gov rqts (gov has final say)
- less open; more homogeneous - more open; more heterogeneous
- prime can choose own product over better COTS - will accommodate any vendor product
- prime’s COTS development cost could be passed - can choose best product for application
onto gov (i.e., use gov to fund R&D)
- potential lag on technology - able to stay apace of technology
- if prime writes own code= start-up problems - mature COTS products = fewer problems
- fewer vendors = (potentially) lower mnt costs - more vendors = (potentially) higher runt costs
(for new code, runt costs could be higher) (for mature COTS, mnt costs could be lower)
- prime controls upgrade integration & schedule - gov manages upgrade integration& schedule
- no appreciable effect on industry - government is in a position to drive industry
- prime more liable to use own product/write - both COTS standards & capabilities
proprietary code & develop own standards when
needed
Abbreviations used:
gov = government
mnt = maintenance
dev = development
conops = concept of operations
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rqts = requirements
